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NEARY 555SRI — The 555SRI is a unique and powerful grinder that combines all of
the latest technology and capability with the ultimate in “Ease of Use” features

available. Not only can it
be run like any other
single dimension grinder
for very fast touch-up spin
grinding tasks, but it also
has the capability to
properly gauge the reel to
remove coning, and add a
relief grind fully
automatically in the same
set-up. Innovative
engineering combined
with feedback from
technicians around the
world have made this
machine a reality. The

combinations of all these features, with a very competitive price, make this machine
one that cannot be overlooked.
See our ad on page 43.

Reader Action Number 923

With concerns over rising fuel
costs, landscape contractors
need to become more efficient
with their fuel usage. The new
JOHN DEERE ZTRAKTM
PRO Z925 with Electronic Fuel
Injection (EFI), can help by
providing up to 25 per cent fuel
savings for landscape
contractors. The John Deere
Z925 EFI offers a closed loop fuel injection system that constantly monitors engine
performance. Fuel injectors respond to the load on the engine with the right amount
of fuel, delivering maximum fuel efficiency for the conditions. The 27-hp* engine
includes an exclusive Tuff Torq® integrated transmission. The transmission, which is
standard across the ZTrak PRO 900 Series, features 13cc piston style pumps and
13cc wheel motors for increased efficiency. Another series exclusive, is the cross-
porting system that routes the coolest hydraulic fluid to the hydraulic pump doing the
most work. The Z925 EFI offers a 54-inch or 60-inch, 7-IronTM PRO mowing deck.
For durability, the Z925 EFI, and the entire Z900 Series, provides a C-Chanel frame,
and cast iron rear bumpers and front forks. Two other convenient features include the
Height-of-Cut Adjustment system, and the Brake & GoTM starting system. See our
ad on page 5. Reader Action Number 920

ECHO’S NEW BRD – PAS ATTACHMENT provides all the same
features as the dedicated BRD unit in a convenient, affordable
attachment. Over time, flower bed edges erode and need to be
refreshed. The unique 6-fingered blade with carbide tips creates the
crisp beveled groove, leaving a professional manicured look every time.
A high impact oversize shield keeps the debris contained within the

landscaper bed, eliminating
cleanup. To ensure superior
performance, the BRD
attachment is powered by the
new 28.1cc PAS-280, ECHO’s
most powerful power source. A
professional-grade engine and 2-
stage commercial-grade air filter
increases engine life, and engine
vibration reduction mount and rubber

over-mold handles add operator comfort. The PAS-280
comes with ECHO’s Tool-less coupler for easy change-
out of attachments.

See our ad on page 9.
Reader Action Number 919

GO GREENWITHTHE DAKOTA ELECTRICTURFTENDER. Dakota introduces the
410 Electric Turf Tender. Utilizing a 4 battery-48 volt system that was developed and
tested for more than a year, this tow behind topdresser can spread more than 60
loads of material on a single charge. Dakota Peat & Equipment, 800-477-8415, or
sales@dakotapeat.com. See our ad on page 52.

Reader Action Number 918

NEW BROUWERTURF BV 85TURFVACUUM with new optional power brush pick-
up head and suction system. Standard features include easy-to-operate finger tip
controls,
large flotation tires,
jackstand, 12.4 cu.
yd. capacity,
corrosion-resistant
aluminum sides
and door, hydraulic
driven unloading
conveyor, available
in 7 to 10 foot
widths. Optional
Power Brush Pick-
Up Head features
include new rotating brush design, hydraulically driven, available up to 12 feet wide,
adjustable front flotation rollers and gauge wheels. Accessories include 12 in.
diameter hose extension accessory and Pick-up heads from 10 ft. or 12 ft. Contact
Brouwer Turf for more information at 1-888-341-5113 or visit us on the web at
www.brouwerturf.com.
See our ad on page 49.

Reader Action Number 922

ECHO CS-500P CHAIN SAW, at 10.6 lbs., is the lightest 50cc gas powered chain
saw in North America. Equipped with ECHO’s exclusive Performance Cutting
System™ bar and chain, this saw delivers superior power and outstanding cutting
ability. Loaded with professional features it comes equipped with a digital ignition
system that automatically adjusts engine timing for optimum performance, a heavy-
duty easy access air filter for superior filtration and a long engine life, a G-Force
Engine Air Pre-Cleaner ™ that provides a clean air supply to the engine, an
automatic clutch-driven oiler to reduce oil consumption and a side-access chain
tensioner for easy adjustments. The aluminum handle with rubber overmold and dual
post chain brake makes this one tough saw that is sure to perform under the
toughest conditions. See our ad on page 9.

Reader Action Number 921
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